
Taylor Swift's Eras tour took the world by storm.
There was an estimated 4.35 million tickets sold
in her 60 show U.S leg. The Eras Tour took over
Colorado on July 14th and 15th of 2023.
Amongst the tour were several Eaton students
attending. Taylor Swift performed a 3 and a half
hour set consisting of songs from her 10
albums. At the tour, people dressed in their best
Eras outfits to represent the tour. Bracelet
trading played a big role in the tour as well as
several people had bracelets up to their elbows.

Eaton's Version
The Eras Tour

Hallie Beck (9) Destrie Greiman (12)

1. Senior Kennedy Scudder (12) attends
her 3rd Brook and The Bluff concert.

Scudder said, "Brook and The Bluff is my
favorite small band. Their concerts are the
most fun because the venues are so small

so they interact with all the fans a lot more."
2. Ever Vasquez (12) photographs G59 on

the side of Red Rocks while seeing
$uicideboy$ in concert.

3. Julia Meagher photographs Noah Kahan
while seeing him for the second time in

concert.

Juniors Lydia Schott and Elly
Kennedy write a 13 on their hands
for the Eras Tour. Accompanied by
the 13 are several friendship and
trading bracelets which played a

large part in the Eras Tour
experience.

Peyton Walker (12)

Grace Hill (12)

13

Third Times a Charm

"Pitbull is
underrated

#Mr.Worldwide."

"Apple music is
better than
Spotify."

"Cody Johnson is
better than Zach

Bryan."

MUSICAL
HOT TAKE

STUDENT LIFE

Ricardo Cervantes (9)

1.

Teagan Humphries (12) and
Charlotte Spaid (12) Alin Rivera (12)

Madelyn Fisher (12)

Elly Kennedy (11) Lydia Schott (11)

Chloe Crider (10) and Madi Crider (12)

18
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CONCERT
GOERS

Patrick Preston (12) Lucas Stone (12)

MUSICAL INSPIRATION

Senior Dylan Queen has been
making music for three years and
has been releasing it for about
two years. Queen has had his
music released on multiple
platforms such as Spotify and
Apple Music. He enjoys being
able to make whatever music he
likes. When asked about his
music inspiration, Queen said, "I
got the inspiration to start making
music from my dad since he was
on and off with guitar ever since
about my age, but my inspiration
to actually record my own songs
comes from Mac DeMarco."

MUSIC MAKER
DYLAN QUEEN

Each year, every Spotify user looks forward
to their Spotify wrapped. Spotify tracks
everything you listen to from music to
podcasts from January 1st to October 31st.
Releasing on December 1st, each user has
the ability to look at all of their stats. The
stats include minutes, artists, genres, top
songs, and many more. It's a fun and
exciting way to look back on what you have
been listening to throughout the year along
with your own personal music trends.
Spotify Wrapped is also shareable so
listeners are able to compare their music
with their friends to see how similar and
different their taste is.

SPOTIFY
WRAPPED

Whether it's making music, listening to music,
or attending a concert, music as a whole plays
a large part to the students of Eaton. Music is a
way for almost any person to be able to express
themselves whether it's through making it or
listening to it. Senior Aralee Rinebarger said,
"Music is kind of like therapy in a way. It's
hard to explain but listening to music is my
favorite way to decompress after a long day."
Rinebarger has seen Tim McGraw (pictured to
left), Sam Hunt, Tyler Hubbard, Cody
Johnson, Lee Brice, and Darius Rucker in
concert. There's nothing like going to a live
show and watching the lights dim right before
your favorite artist comes out on stage.
Concerts become memories that someone may
hold with them for a lifetime.

"Only old Taylor
Swift is good."

"Drake is mid."

Ayla Ritchey (12)

"New rap is not
good."

Jessica Mendez (12)

"Kanye is a bad
person but a

musical genius."

2.

Adin Johnson (12)

3.

Photos courtesy of students mentioned in photos
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